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Green-Weak
Poems

Therese L. Broderick
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And one green, the most beautiful of all,
which I forget, or can’t recall.

―Rafael Alberti
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Green-Weak

5

Paternal Angles
At four, I’ve already grown
into my heritage: a veiled cardboard,
sheer, that my father slides out
from the folds of Roxy dress shirts
and gives me to carry to the kitchen floor
where I trim, crease, and color my card
into a Father’s Day theorem—
solemn ritual
Grandpa the engineer of cannonballs
bequeathed to him, silent rite
Mike the mild-mannered carpenter
who spoiled his pet collie
had bequeathed to seven sons, and so on,
back to the Dublin-born
mathematician named for Lord Napier,
each generation of males
in sharp rotation with the previous
like that gray/white insert I’d flip
then flip again, scissoring and scribbling—
not one square inch unworthy
of a daughter’s calculations,
her younger brother’s envy.
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Song For The Colorblind Artist
I loved my father
for what he lacked, the lens
I could restore to him
by ear, with lyrics
of phantom colors:
jade, olive, emerald, kelly.
I loved my father for
whatever he lacked;
he showed me how to love
like that from birth,
infant missing her perfect
symmetry of toes.
I adored my Dad for teasing
my paltry luck, aptly
calling me little Lindy
Hopper (secret two-step
between us). And I loved him
to the end
despite a lifelong lack
of luster. Too shy
at school, too weak from war
then buried as Laird, lord only
of acrylic domains. Still
I love his paintings—
their dim regard
for polished artists;
their blind allegiance
to a parsing daughter.
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Mother Spills All
I’m old enough to be told over broiled
Howard Johnson hotdogs
dished to our corner booth as usual—
Dad’s out of work again,
no savings left
in the Trust’s pink
rubber-plugged piggy banks.
There’ll be no more caramel
in my soda fountain dish
ruffed to the lip—Mom forewarns
no spare change for Emma’s tip,
no free time for me
this summer—aren’t I ready to man
those checkerboard counters? Mom thinks
I’m big enough to hear
how sometimes she just wants to
end it all,
but, go ask if they’re hiring now, and get
a take-out bag, why aren’t I eating,
does my stomach hurt—
a trip to the doctor will cost us
a king’s ransom.
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His Drafting Table
After the ER: too hard at home
to adjust the rivets on his own.
Easier for me just to do it:
so he can go on drafting
promos for Argus Greenwood
a week past due.
I tilt the easel’s maple surface:
he halts a shiver.
I tune a tripod screw or two:
he mutes a wheeze.
I crank down the vinyl stool and
stiffly, he breathes. Together
we queue the rhomboid erasers.
Thus labor resumes:
the day’s strain,
the night’s extra load
on wood, cardboard, breastbone.
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The Breath Debt
That last duet he suffered through
my father left me alone
on the piano bench, tone-deaf daughter
practicing with less than half
his boyhood passion. He used to pray
for fame as the bishop’s violinist,
but that Saturday in our living room
he failed to limber or rise
from the couch, struggling to expand
two blighted lungs with winter air
and then to empty them. Collar bones
caved from the weight of varnish
that larded the old belly
of his studio violin; wrists too feeble
to feint or parry
my key-of-C arpeggio.
I finished off the music, ahead of him
by two full measures; in rising silence
I turned to face the maple goblet's
abandoned pegs and neck, wooden ribs
and waist, fingerboard, and the carved pair
of f-holes airless, airless.
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Armful After Armful
Refilling for the final time in August
my father’s mower, pouring virgin gasoline
from an orange can, Eddie splays his ever-so
promising outfielder hands, and I yearn
for one last ride on varsity shoulders
far as the shed, back to the breezeway mums
then over to the five bared roots
of our maple’s scuffed trunk—I crave only
for this lanky neighborhood boy to cup
my bare armpits high up and over
his Phillies cap, dark disheveled curls,
then stride beneath me nineteen times faster
than all the sad consumptive fathers
whose lungs clump from fluff kicked loose
by backyard innings, grass clippings. No arms
but his to leaven my legs and loft
this hour’s pathos: very first farewell
omnipresent as moss.
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The Tea My Mother Left Just For Me
I made a habit of the worst of those black
packed leaves—discoloring my overbite
and one thumb’s hangnail—those cruel ten days
home on October break. Sixty-some servings
of Red Rose bunched in lopsided aisles,
life jackets with feeble strings
I wrung out, one after another, while my father
coughed and spat in his sickroom
all through those unquenchable nights. I’d lurk
like a trafficker over the bulb-lit stove,
boiling tap water, dousing sacks deflating
in a dingy mug, over-steeping
beyond bitter to the acrid brink
of a first semester ulcer. I swallowed
in sync with my father’s fits my ill-made
hazmat; and by dawn I’d grimed
her bottom kitchen drawer, stuffed its corner
with pulps, my choked recriminations.
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Brother Grieving His Divorce
I'm told he’s bumbled away again
in the rain, still defending
beneath his gummy slicker
a loaded camera, scuffed canisters,
a drab olive shoulder strap—
shielding his contraptions from splatter
and gusts, from the wet husks
of bewildered ladybugs.
Taking and re-taking tomorrow's
irreparable photos
of the cemetery's south ridge stream,
its trivial waterfalls
and confounding twig-dams. How
it ends: thrusting forth
the heavy black Nikon he blankly
aims, shoots—
crouches, hunches—
gripping between ribs and folded knees
his goddam exposures.
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To The Flannel Belt
I no longer blame you for that last slackness
as he neared the unravelling end
of his capacity for fiddling with drawstrings,
I don’t blame you for undoing
the abiding troth of the forest-green bathrobe—
your final gird of decorum un-cinched
just as I met up with my father’s
pumice kneecaps, his legs shambling
from the downstairs john, his hand
gone too limp to reach for
your drooping frond, snug it up,
fix it fast enough to stalemate
a child’s qualms. Deserving no further
mention, not another jot.
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Veteran, Overheard In Pulmonary, Room 634
I’d petition the patron saints of w h e e z i n g
were I a believer in anointed w a y s
of curing emphysema: how e a s i l y seraphim
heal the ills of cigarettes, just that e a s i l y
redeeming waywardness. But the w i z a r d r i e s
of nicotine have proved illusory; now I’m w i s e
to imposter doctoring—those ungodly w o e s
of hospice morphine, some rogue d o s e
too damn late for second g u e s s i n g
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Idyls on Cutting the Grass with Scissors

16

Idyl #1
Blister gone amok from the heart of her palm. Not smooth bluegrass blade nor round
dandelion head. A rough ellipse diminished to infinite segments. Wound she salves
with a Disney bandage parceled by indoor granddaughters. She peels it pelvis-wise,
midwifes its white square mallow.
The mark between eyebrows grows chokeberry-red: target bit by a spider dying in the
shed. One fingertip unarmed probes the welt, for sapience.

Idyl #2
They, them, their. Why are scissors paired? Because they pare away, parry with thistle
claws, cut back pear twiglets advancing upon the neighbor’s mail-order garden.
Because the neighbor pays for a peer-less manicured lawn. Because pare means stop
and she’s stopped trusting mowers, cordless or not, green or otherwise.
The scissor handles are chalk-white with a thin red stripe. Or: a mammal’s vein, bled
across whitecaps of clover. Half via whole or whole via half; loyalties dividing—weed
vs. wildflower.
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Idyl #3
The gap-toothed hired man—no longer gainful—stops by to ask why is she cutting
the lawn with scissors? She quips, between clips, of gurus and haikus and bare-footed
pell-melling nieces. He sets his fatigue-green business card beside her knees. Shame
it’s already utterly occupied, no space left for scribbling a timely warning.
One bird atop the bundled wires goes twerking in hexameter
tchwee TCHWEE tchwee TCHWEE tchwee TCHWEE
tchwee TCHWEE tchwee TCHWEE tchwee TCHWEE

Idyl #4
Come quickly, small ambiguously brown birds! She’s back inside the garage, returning
rake to hook. Come to gawk for yourselves—how feckless a steward she’s been, how
unseemly her trail of seeds and pods and crumbs. Ransack now, with all due haste—
before the truck of strawberry creams comes yodeling down the street, mustering
hungry hordes of stampeding orphans.
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Idyl #5
She’s grown a liking for
Herbina, Herbecca, Herbicia , Herbantha
apropos of
another stray kitten
but more so
for Herb or Herbie
as per the grandson
not yet sown.

Idyl #6
Fie! on detritus—bits, clumps, tatters, flakes, filaments, specks, stubs, and slivers;
on deer ticks and dog ticks, engorged, sentenced for beheading;
on the alderman’s yard cam that caught her munching some purslane;
on that fucking Garden & Gardening market research drone.
Fie! on their seen-on-TV miracle sharpener that blunted her scissors;
on cigarette butts netted by pollen fluffs massed against curb-edges;
on industrial nozzles spraying ad infinitum all species of toxins;
on the odor of cheap pot wafting from the Park Department’s cul-de-sac
shortcut;
on the dun moth camouflaged by ant hills, innocent wings she unwittingly
shredded.
Fie, Fie! on every last one
of the block association’s WiFi spies.
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Idyl #7
Keen green dragonfly
hovers, nose-tip aiming north—
pond shore swerving west.
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Idyl #8
Long ago
the valley goddess awoke
alone.
She wept, wailing
Where? When?
From her right eye fell a large gold
tear. From her left a small
silver tear.
The hills, quenched
by her first confusion, budded
a sun a moon
whose eternal spinning dance
turns molten
the forty frozen questions.

Idyl #9
A cold spring shower she can work straight through—droplets lensing the endlessly
clamoring chlorophyll. Scissors cut keen in rain, surgical steel spearing grass blades
excoriating a whorl on her first-born finger. Crest of identity surfaced, eroding.
By sun’s onset (later than tomorrow’s late) the embryo of a rainbow embeds, one
wavelength deep, into a dewed slip of fescue. Flash-splash of yellow-green; splashflash of green-yellow. A maple leaf’s underside, poised to anoint her topmost curl.
(Look up, look out.) That oncoming front’s leading edge—toothed like the bitter
greens of dandelions. Sierra Verde, sawed.
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Idyl #10
She will evermore despise the morning bindweed, its purpling anti-Paradise. Parasite,
Decapitator, serpentine Constrictor. Enemy for whose eradication she hones daggers.
She will evermore adore the chicory, blessing accorded by Gregory Orr. Botanical
whose hue rinses cerulean—spat from the far heaven to the near heaven. Blue of All
Vicinity.
She crops her front yard, back yard, the lateral commonweals. Bushwhacking season
after season. Laboring against the manifest—for just one glimpse, one throb of the
artist’s wild braid: the conjuring garden knot, its green snaking.
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Re-Greening
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Reverdie
April rains re-spiral the oxbow, refilling the river
that bellies a red-winged blackbird returning
to Hudson Hills, oakwoods, the perches
of St. Agnes headstones: and so arrives Geoffrey
the hireling, who trowels out mud still clotting
soldiers’ sunken graves, who rakes away blossoms
from wind-tattered wreaths littering the feet
of granite angels. Now from an angle follows
Valerie of the perennial Parish Taskforce,
yearning from her chapel window for a first spin
with him at dusk—Geoff’s mower their ferry
to the alley of mausoleums, iron key musking
his belt. Hour when stained glass shall burn;
marrow meld to the emerald blade.
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Letter From Laird, April 1940
—Tec 4, 121st Inf. Div.
Camp Upton
beautiful in springtime.
Golden horizon, sun reaching
toward its zenith.
Reveille sounding every morning—
soon the 29th
I’ll be twenty-one.
Barracks air carries
a hickory trace all its own
and on the whole my stay here
is not distasteful.
It’s turned out well,
can’t hope for anything better—
give Mother all my love.
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Laundry Day
Today the burly gurney guys bundle
then cart eighty-five pounds of Mother
back to me, across her paisley throw rug,
past her capacious white hamper just dusted off
by Miss Juanita. Its half-moon plastic lid
grins congenially as I reach in
to purify its well, bail out Mom’s litter
of crumpled blue tissues
from soul-disrobing sneezes,
plus Trick-or-Treat cards, and a stash of hospital bills
she feared were appeals for spare change
to help clothe the shivering amputees.
Her orange trash basket will loiter,
jobless, soon as she picks up her old
furtive habits, like a shrunk sock burrowing
inside a dryer. Do tell, Sweet Jesus, what mohairs
still cling in limbo at the Cleaner’s?
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She Slips Away
and I panic, lose all regard
for the oldest cobblestones in the world, medina streets
sequestered from thievery, I stop seeing
the infinite market stalls on either side of me—
the overstuffed booths, Berber goats and lambs
wiped clean, their red flanks hanging from hooks,
and stork eggs packed in cartons, dozen after dozen,
loose bunches of mint and rosemary, crates of yellow olives
and oranges—sweetest on Earth, sold on the stem. Instead
I’m searching madly for a Tufts-blue sweatshirt, a daughter
still too young to desert me here—Morocco—
with only the silver hand of Fatima clinging
to my neck; so I turn to face the grocer
of figs and dates, plead in both English and French
Did you see where she went? and he nods
towards the oncoming throng—schoolgirls hurrying
back to class, baby-bundling grandmothers,
brides-to-be who bargain for slender spools
of wedding thread, for their bolts of local silk indelibly dyed
Paradise Green.
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At Mother’s Cremation
Not long after
his quilted work glove had pressed
the chrome red button
that set her furnace into motion—
he tapped open the door to the room
where only a rack of St. Michael's brochures
kept my silent, prayerless company.
He held out a small foil package
that glinted gold from the bulb of a sconce;
and he smiled while proffering
an opened bag of nougat and milk
chocolate truffles—
Boston’s best.
Oh, merciful smithy
who saw so early that Thursday
how ravenous I might become
departing by white van
from his warm perimeters,
if empty-armed.
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With Ease
Nothing wrong with Gustavo’s manner
of staring, taking note of any strain
as I count from six to ten;
no big deal for a guapo under thirty
to hitch my pink sneakers into stirrups,
untwisting the neon green straps
suspended above us, not a problem
when I raise hip and tailbone too high;
nor when my periwinkle gym shirt untucks
between an exhale and inhale—
baring my laundry-day bra bands,
my unfit cups, my sapping elastics.
He just brushes off that insult
of age spots. Then, whoa, boosts me up
and over to the floor mat where
in shameless kindness, he unfastens
his uniform top, launches into
a five-count handstand. Behold, old gal,
his olympian abs and majestic obliques—
Breathe. Be your breath.
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Triolet: His Funeral Mass
I read from Deuteronomy in Spanish
after Father Pérez gives his blessing
for all the Shema rendered in English
to be read by the bereaved in Spanish
since I love that “sign” has never vanished
from enseñar (to teach) God's lesson.
I say take these words; my altered Spanish
echoing, after grief, a father’s blessing.
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Green
I am the neon L sprouting from Google’s trademark
I am the iPhone case on eBay—jade or mint, pick a favorite
I am the Sign-Up button on Twitter, the archipelago on Instagram,
the sixty-six disambiguations on Wikipedia
I am the Kelly theme, personalized, for a minor poet's website
I am the digitized Green Energy Times, today’s edition downloading
I am the emerald Earth: revolving globe as corporate logo
I am the Leaf, the Olive, the Nature One and Two templates
for virtual memorials
on iLasting.com
I am the cemetery turf in the selfie
just taken by the widow's nephew
I am the reason that Zuckerberg, colorblind, went with the blue
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Notes
My father’s full name was Paul Laird Napier Jude Thaddeus Broderick. “Laird” came
from Lord Napier. “Paul” came from St. Vincent de Paul.
The prefatory quotation comes from “Verde” by Rafael Alberti, translated by Carolyn
L. Tipton, published on pages 84-85 of To Painting: Poems by Rafael Alberti (Hydra
Books, 1997).
“Song for the Colorblind Artist” refers to my father’s congenital “green-weak”
colorblindness, his faulty perception of reds and greens. The poem also references my
own birth defect, a minor anomaly akin to Klippel-Trenaunay syndrome.
The ten idyls trace my meditative practice of cutting grass with only a pair of scissors.
The last idyl references chicory mentioned by poet Gregory Orr, and also some
garden images from The Wild Braid by poet Stanley Kunitz.
“Reverdie” takes as its model the re-greening poems written by Geoffrey Chaucer and
others.
“Green” takes as its model the color-personified poems written by Rafael Alberti,
Jean Robertet, and others.
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